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TRIP TO AFRICA

For some time, African and Asian delegates to the United Nations have observed

y
that a trip to the two continents by the S.G* must assume a high priority on

his agenda.

The S,G.'s decision to visit nine African countries was, therefore, very well received

by African delegates.

When the details of the trip, including the names of the countries the S.G* intended

to visit, were announced, some delegates raised few questions.

Cairo, for instance, felt that she must have been included in the itinerary and

that for that matter she deserves to be on top of the list. As a prominent country

in the Arab League and as a sensitive African center, Cairo felt she must not have

been ignored by the S,G«

For many reasons, the UAR feels that she is much closer t© the S.G, than many other

African countries.

On the other hand, the Brazeville group was not satisfied despite the fact that

the Senegal was included in the last instance, The group feels that they have been

ignored.

The inclusion of Ethiopia on the agenda ©f the trip was not welcomed by the Somalia

delegation* It qas asked by a member of the Somalia delegation whether it was in the

general interest to visit the area at a time when the two countries (Ethiopia and
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Somalia) were Involved in a local dispute*

Despite all the remarks and observations about the itinerarŷ  the trip was greatly

welcomed and many Asian and African delegates felt that the trip enhanced their

position* Arab delegates remarked that their countries might be the Sxfibc next on

S»G»'s list especially when the the meeting of the non-aligned countries is held in

Cairo next summer*

SPEECH IM ALGERIA

S.G»*s speech in the Algerian National Assembly waw very well received in New York

where the press carried it in extensio. The condemnation by SG of racism was

especially welcomed* However, some delegates remarked that reference by the SG to

violence was not very well received especially by Algerian circles., An Algerian

delegate remarked that Algeria, as is well-known, is the springboard for the Angola

liberation movement and it was clear that the movement was essentially based on violent

strategy because of Portugal*i adamant attitude* Some delegates were asking whether

SGTs remarks were directed by implication to Algeria*

CYPRUS

The sudden return ©f SG to New York once more stress ed the importance of the issue

of Cyprus in UN circles. The majority of delegates are of the opinion that the

question belongs to the United Nations. ^ activities were noticeable: activities
of the U.S. and Western delegates and activities of the Cyprus delegation.
Seme informal contacts have been established by the U.S. delegation with some Arab

delegates*
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It was obvious that the U.S. and Britain were aiming at avoiding a dispute in the

ranks of Hato* Ambassador G. Hakim of Lebanon was among the Arab delegates approached

by the U.S. delegate. The role that Lebanon can play in a ^force1 for Cyprus was

stressed by the U.S. delegate. The fact that Lebanon is acountry where Moslems and

Christians live in peace was underlined by the U.S* delegate. However, the Lebanese

Ambassador made it clear that Lebanon was approaching General elections and hence

would not consider participating in any effective way*

The Arab position needs some clarification:

Rightly or wrongly, Arab delegates eonnect the rixKjuixh dispatch of NATO forces to

with
Cyprus as an attempt to convince the Arab countries that the West is determined to

preserve peace not only in Cyprus but between the Arabs and Israel as well*

Arab delegates have made it clear to the Cyprus delegate and the U.S. delegate that

they strongly object the dispatch of any Nato forces to Cyprus*

The U.S. delegate also conducted informal conversations with Asian and African delegates,

last Thursday, the Cyprus delegate discussed the Makarios position at length with Arab

delegates* The Arabs, it must be noted ac feel sympathetic towards the fate of

the Moslem Minority in Cyprus. It was only natural for the Arabs to underline before

the Cyprus delegate that the Constitution of the island must be respected and if

it was to be amended it must be done with the consent of the Turkish minority* Arab

objections t© the presence of Nate forces close to their shores was also underlined

to the Cyprus delegate.
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The question was raised among some delegates Hfcfcfe whether the Cyprus crisis

was connected with the general Western Defense strategy* Does the West aim at

maintaing Cyprus as a base ? It was asked by some delegates. Is the whole crisis

a prelude to establish Western military presence on the IslandJ it was also asked.

While both Turkey and Greece d© not object to NATO 's presence on the island,

Greece have discovered the futility of imposing this plan on Makarios, some delegates

observe.

While the search for a formula continues, Arab delegates do not fail to observe that

there is a deliberate attempt on the part of the West to postpone Security Council

deliberations until a formula that satisfies the West is first agreed upon. Arab

delegates also observe that a, great deal of coercion on Makarios is maintained by the

West*

The delegate from Syria remarked that even should Makarios accept a Western devised

formula, the position of the Soviet Union cannot be ignored* Most Arab delegates

especially from North Africa did not object to the idea of joining a U,N. force

provided the force is strictly under United Nations control* The question of finan«ing

such a force was discussed by the Arab delegates but they felt that should they

participate in such a force they are not in a position to carry any financial burden-
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While the conference of non-aligned countries continues its sessions in-: Cairo

delegates at the United Nations and the foreign press have a great deal to say

about the conference:

There were several important conferences since July. The world witnessed the

African summit followed by the second Arab summit and now the conference of non-

aligned countries.

As some delegates point out it was expected that these conferences would deal with

discuss regional questions and the relationship between these questions and the

world. The African summit for instance dealt with African questions and their

relation to the outside world* Similarly the Arab summit dealt with Arab problems

and their impact «n the world*

If ©ne ignores for a while the interest «f the conference of non-aligned countries

in supporting the decisions of the African summit and in denouncing South Africa's

racial policy as well as denouncing colonialism and nee-colonialism and if one

ignores the Arab attempt t« gain the support of the non-aligned eountries of

their rights in Palestine and their struggle against the British in Southern Arabia -

it will be «lear that the questions of the conference da not differ basically

fr«a the general items placed on the General Assembly's agenda. This includes
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South Africa»s racial policy, the colonial issues and other questions which

could b4 debated at length at the United Nations.

Two important questions are usually raised by the delegates:

1- "What is the real position of the non-aligned countries as far as HHHttatiJigHJaumkx

non-alignment is concerned.

2- Is there anything new on the world scene that warrants such a conference?

Recent world developments have nullified the need of such a conference. There was

a time when the gap separating the two world blocs was vast and the non-aligned

countries found an opportunity to try to bridge the gap. The entente,however, narrowed

the gap considerably thereby tmd»nw»fry diminishing the role that the non-aligned

countries were required to play.

On the other hand some non-aligned countries feel that there is need for such a conference

and they recall that the Belgrade confernce succeeded in convincing the world of

the futility of war and that that was not enough to establish peace* It is further

stated that the Cairo conference aims at establishing peace based on Justice and that

true peace is possible. It is evident from NasserTs and Titors speeches that debates

in Cairo will deal with Social and economic problems and ways and means of raising the

standard of living in non-aligned countries.
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U.S. influence at the conference:

There is talk about the U.S. influence at the conference. Through its embassies in the

non-aligned countries, the United States made it clear that she will not approve any

recognition of a partitioned country like Germany, Vietnam and Korea, Also the U,S,

declared its disapproval of any discussion connected with U.S. bases* The question

of US bases is on the agenda, however the question of partitioned countries will not

be discussed.

TSHOMBE:

Delegates followed the Tshorabe affair very closely. They do not underestimate the

importance and seriousness of the matter and the fact that it could establish a serious

precedent. Some interpret it as a serious intervention in the internal affairs of another

country. It is observed that the countries that oppose Tshombe are , with the exception

ef Ghana and Guinea, are the 'white' African countries. It is also noted that Tshombe

was accepted at the Addis Abeba conference when the Organization «f African States met.

Same blame Cairo for having granted Tshombe a visa. In the light of the treatment Tshombe

received in Cairo many observers curiously await developments at the UN should and when

Tshombe decides t» e*me»

ARAB LEAGUE DECISIONS;

During the last week of last month the Council of the Arab League met to consider items
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on the General Assembly's agenda. The Council approved the nomination of Ambassador

Adeal to the presidency of the G.A., Kuwait tfl the vice presidency, Tunis to the

fofth committee and the UAH to the sixth and Jordan to Morocco1s seat at the Security

Council.

The Council also adopted a resolution supporting Soviet Russia's right to vote regardless

of the financial question and its constitutional implications.

•JHHHHHH*
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